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Hearings before Administrative Law Judge Barbara Webb on January 7, 2010, and
March 31, 2010, in Little Rock, Pulaski County, Arkansas.

The claimant was represented by Mr. Zan Davis, Attorney at Law, and Mr. Richard
E. Holiman, Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Respondents were represented by Mr. Randy P. Murphy, Attorney at Law, Little
Rock, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Hearings were held on January 7, 2010, and on March 31, 2010, before

Administrative Law Judge Barbara Webb.  A Pre-hearing Order was entered in this

case on October 27, 2009.  The Pre-hearing Order set forth the stipulations offered

by the parties and outlined the issues to be litigated and resolved at this hearing.

A copy of the Pre-hearing Order was made Commission’s Exhibit No. 1 to the

hearing record.  The following stipulations as submitted by the parties in the Pre-

hearing Order and as amended on the record are hereby accepted:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction

of this claim.
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2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship existed on or about June

4, 2009, when the claimant contends he sustained a compensable

injury to his head.

3. Based on an average weekly wage of $640.00, the claimant would be

entitled to a compensation rate of $427.00 for temporary total

disability benefits.

4. An incident occurred on June 4, 2009, and the claimant sustained

injuries resulting in the need for medical treatment, which if this claim

is found compensable, would be covered by workers’ compensation.

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be determined are as follows:

1. Compensability of claimant’s alleged June 4, 2009, injury.

2. If found compensable, claimant’s entitlement to appropriate benefits.

3. Controversion and attorney’s fees.

4. All other issues are reserved.

The record consists of two transcripts of the January 7, 2010, and the March

31, 2010, hearings, consisting of the testimony of Rosewell Reid, Lois Reid, William

J. Mourot, Dwayne Robinson, Detective Troy Ellison, Danny Castleberry, and

Detective Robert Martin and all documentary evidence consisting of Commission’s

Exhibit No. 1 (Pre-hearing Order); Claimant’s Exhibit No. 1 (Medical Records with

Index); Claimant’s Exhibit No. 2 (Index of Police Incident Reports); Claimant’s

Exhibit No. 3 (Police Incident Reports prior to June 4, 2009); Claimant’s Exhibit

No. 4 (Police Incident Reports after June 4, 2009); Claimant’s Exhibit No. 5 (Agreed
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Order); Respondents’ Exhibit No. 1 (Non-Medical Documents with Index);

Respondents’ Exhibit No. 2 (Interview with Shannon Bradford of 6/4/2009).

FACTUAL SUMMARY

The claimant is sixty-seven years of age and has worked as a painter most

of his adult life.  On June 4, 2009, Reid was working at the Chateau Deville

Apartments repairing sheetrock  in a vacant apartment.  At approximately 7:30 a.m.,

Reid was attacked and severely beaten on the head by an unknown third party

assailant.  He was robbed and left unconscious.  The assailant took $36.00 and

Reid’s cell phone.  Reid testified that he woke up and crawled out of the apartment.

He saw a lady and asked her to call an ambulance.  When she didn’t have a

telephone and did not want to enter the apartment because she was afraid that the

person that attacked him was in there, he crawled back in to get his cell phone.  He

saw blood on the floor and could not find his phone.  He was subsequently

transported by ambulance to UAMS. 

As a result of the assault, Reid sustained injuries to his head and a loss of

strength in his arm and right foot.  Reid explained that the surgeon removed broken

bones from his skull and that he was scheduled for reconstructive skull surgery to

implant a metal plate to reshape and protect his head.  He spent approximately one

and one-half weeks in the hospital and was subsequently discharged to rehab.  He

currently wears a helmet in the event he falls.  He also uses a walker and a cane.

As a result of the injuries, Reid can no longer move around like before the attack,

loses his strength, and suffers from memory loss.
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The evidence revealed that Reid had worked as an employee of Odd Jobs

and More and painted exclusively at apartments that were either managed or

owned by Rector Phillips Morse (“RPM”).   He had worked on and off for twenty

years at the Chateau Deville Apartments located at the corner of Asher and

University Avenue in Little Rock.  Reid described Chateau Deville as a rough and

violent neighborhood.  The evidence revealed that at one time the apartments had

24-hour security, but had cut back and was using only night-time security at the

time of the  incident due to financial constraints.  The evidence established that

Reid did not know the assailant and did not provoke the attack.

Lois Reid testified that she had been married to the claimant for

approximately twelve years.  She testified that Reid had no physical problems prior

to the assault.  She explained that at first the doctors did not believe that Reid

would live after the assault.  Since his release from the hospital and rehabilitation,

Reid stays home and cannot do anything for himself.  She explained that she has

to do all the cleaning, cooking, and yard work.  He requires assistance in getting

dressed. She explained that she was concerned about her husband because he

basically stays at home, sits, and holds his hand all day.

Bill Mourot testified that he is the owner of Odd Jobs and More.  He has

owned the company for 25 years and had employed Reid as a painter for 20 years.

Mourot testified that they had worked under painting contracts primarily with RPM

at various locations in Little Rock.  He explained that Reid worked at Chateau

Deville several times a month.  Mourot testified that there had never been any
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safety concerns about having Reid work at this location.  He testified that there was

24 hour security at one time, but at the time of the incident, the guards were only

there in the evening.

Dwayne Robinson was employed by RPM as the Property Manager at

Chateau Deville Apartments for five years.  At the time of the incident, he was

working 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.  He was not present at the time of the attack.  He

testified that RPM sold Chateau Deville Apartments to Carl Schultz in December of

2009, and that he currently works for Intrepid Management Company.  He explained

that he has a maintenance man who lives on site and an office assistant who works

part-time.  In June of 2009, Chateau Deville had nighttime security from 8:00 p.m.

until 4:00 a.m.  He explained that due to financial reasons, they could not keep 24-

hour security and had determined through their safety assessment that it was not

needed from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., while the management staff was present.

Robinson did not know Shannon Bradford, the assailant.  He explained that he

immediately reported the Roswell Reid incident to the District Manager after

receiving a call from a resident immediately after it happened.  He explained that

she had just passed the property and had seen the police with an ambulance.  She

turned around and went back to the property.  When Robinson arrived at the

property, Reid had already been taken to the hospital.  He explained that there are

a lot of business representatives on and off the property for purposes of painting,

pest control, cable, and other business purposes.  He had never had a  prior report
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of violence against a business visitor, other than articles taken from their vehicle

because it was left unlocked.  

Robinson explained that they began to have security in 2004 when the

apartment complex was put in a “CAP” (Crime Abatement Program) program by the

City of Little Rock.  He explained that they had too many police calls and the city

was trying to revitalize the area so the management company volunteered to get

security guards.  He explained that after they got out of the CAP program, they

decreased the hours of security from 24 hours to 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. and then

over time to 8:00 p.m. to 4:00 a.m.  The security detail consisted of a uniformed foot

patrol by two guards which was also reduced to one guard when the schedule was

reduced.  He explained that the reduction in security had occurred within three to

six months prior to the Reid incident.  

Detective Troy Ellison is a detective with the Little Rock Police Department

and works in Narcotics and Criminal Abatement.  Ellison has worked as the police

department liaison with the city attorney’s office in the Criminal Abatement Program

(CAPS) since 2004.  He explained that the criminal abatement program began in

2004.  After receipt of a complaint, he compiles a file listing all the incident reports,

911 calls, and criminal events that have occurred on the property.  The file is

submitted to the city attorney’s office for the purpose of taking action against the

property and trying to get the property owner to abate the problems.  He testified

that Chateau Deville was placed into the CAPS program in 2005.  Ellison explained

that they are monitored for approximately one year.  Chateau Deville agreed to
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have 24-hour security, to cut back shrubbery, repair fencing and install lighting in

certain dark areas.  Ellison explained that after one year there was a determination

by the City of Little Rock that Chateau Deville had complied with the CAP program

and was released.  Ellison noted that Chateau Deville had entered into an Agreed

Order which provided “Two security guards patrolling real property 24 hours a day

for a period of six months.”  He explained that there was also a provision for

controlling access by proper fencing and a procedure to prevent non-residents from

loitering on the property.  Ellison testified that the CAPS program is initiated from

complaints from citizens or patrolmen and that he was previously unaware of

sufficient complaints during the first six months of 2009 to place Chateau Deville in

the monitoring program.  He explained that in the last several weeks after meeting

with claimant’s attorneys, he had initiated the process of reviewing the call records

and other files.  He testified that there has been no action against Chateau Deville

since 2005, but that after a review of incident reports prior to June 4, 2009, the

apartment complex would qualify again for the CAPS program.

Danny Castleberry testified that he was walking in front of Chateau Deville

at approximately 6:30 in the morning on May 31, 2009, when a man sitting in front

of the office asked him for a cigarette.  Castleberry crossed University and turned

around and saw the same guy with a brick and knife in his hand.  He asked him for

his wallet.  He ran back to the intersection and tried to get help from a passerby in

a vehicle.  The car drove off and the guy came up from behind demanding his

wallet.  He threw the wallet on the ground.  The guy took the brick and threw it at
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Castleberry who blocked it with his arm and shoulder.  The assailant grabbed the

money and ran back to the apartment complex.  Castleberry ran across the street

and called the police.  Five days later, he was shown a lineup and positively

identified his assailant as Shannon Bradford.  

Detective Robert Martin is a robbery detective with the Little Rock Police

Department.  He previously worked 11 years as an undercover detective.  He has

been in law enforcement for 24 years.  He participated in the investigation of the

assault on the claimant on June 4, 2009, at Chateau Deville.  He also conducted

the investigation into the assault on Danny Castleberry five days earlier.  As a result

of these investigations, he interviewed the suspect, Shannon Bradford.  Bradford

told him that he noticed Reid going back and forth to his white truck and watched

him go back in to the apartment.  Bradford said he found a rock and went into the

apartment.  Bradford said that he snuck up behind Reid, took the rock which he

described as a small boulder, and struck him in the back.  He said that Reid kept

trying to get up, so he grabbed Reid and punched him in the face.  Martin testified

that Bradford has three aggravated robbery charges, including the two against

Castleberry and Reid.  The third aggravated robbery occurred on June 3, 2009, on

16th and Elm.  Martin testified that Bradford had been put out of his apartment and

was staying on Elm.  Bradford told him that he stayed on the street but would slip

back into his old room at 16th and Elm.  Bradford told him that he had been at

Chateau Deville because his cousin lived here and he kept food in his refrigerator.

Bradford told him that he had gone to his cousin’s house that morning to get food
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that he had gotten from Helping Hand out of his cousin’s refrigerator.  Bradford told

him that he had been using sherm, which is usually a marijuana cigarette dipped

into embalming fluid and smoked.                                  

DISCUSSION

The claimant contends that he was injured in the course and scope of

employment when he was attacked and struck in the head and suffered a severe

head injury as a result of this incident.  The claimant contends that he is entitled to

a finding of compensability.  The claimant contends that he is entitled to payment

of medical expenses as a result of this injury.  The claimant contends that he is

entitled to temporary total disability benefits from the date of June 5, 2009, to a date

yet to be determined.  The claimant contends that he is entitled to reimbursement

of any out of pocket expenses paid.  The claimant contends that these benefits

have been controverted and a maximum attorney’s fee is owed thereon.

The respondents contend that the claimant’s injuries did not arise out of and

in the course and scope of his employment with respondent employer and that

claimant’s employment with respondent employer did not expose him to a greater

risk than the general public.

I.  Compensability

For the claimant to establish a compensable injury as a result of a specific

incident which is identifiable by time and place of occurrence, the following

requirements of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i)(Repl. 2002), must be

established: (1) proof by a preponderance of the evidence of an injury arising out
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of and in the course of employment; (2) proof by a preponderance of the evidence

that the injury caused internal or external physical harm to the body which required

medical services or resulted in disability or death; (3) medical evidence supported

by objective findings, as defined in Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (4)(D), establishing

the injury; and (4) proof by a preponderance of the evidence that the injury was

caused by a specific incident and is identifiable by time and place of occurrence.

If the claimant fails to establish by a preponderance of the evidence any of the

requirements for establishing the compensability of a claim, compensation must be

denied.  Mikel v. Engineered Specialty Plastics, 56 Ark. App. 126, 938 S.W.2d 876

(1997).  In Edens v. Superior Marble & Glass, 346 Ark. 487 (2001), the Arkansas

Supreme Court held that “identifiable by time and place” meant subject to

identification and did not require the claimant to specify the exact time of the

occurrence.  A  compensable injury must be established by medical evidence

supported by objective findings.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(D).   “Objective

findings” are those findings which cannot come under voluntary control of the

patient.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(16)(A)(i).  When the primary injury is shown to

have arisen out of and in the course of the employment, the employer is responsible

for any natural consequence that flows from that injury.  Jeter v. B.R. McGinty

Mech., 62 Ark. App. 53, 968 S.W.2d 645 (1998).

It is the exclusive function of the Commission to determine the credibility of

the witnesses and the weight to be given their testimony.  Johnson v. Riceland

Foods, 47 Ark. App. 71, 884 S.W.2d 626 (1994).  Furthermore, the Commission is
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not required to believe the testimony of the claimant or other witnesses, but may

accept and translate into findings of fact only those portions of the testimony it

deems worthy of belief.  Brotherton v. White River Area Agency, ___ Ark. App. ___,

Dec.14, 2005); Morelock v. Kearney Company, 48 Ark. App. 227, 894 S.W.2d 603

(1995).  The Commission may accept or reject medical opinions and determine their

medical soundness and probative force.  Id.  It is important to note that the

claimant’s testimony is never considered uncontroverted.  Lambert v. Gerber

Products Co., 14 Ark. App. 88, 684 S.W.2d 842 (1985); Nix v. Wilson World Hotel,

46 Ark. App. 303, 879 S.W.2d 457 (1994).

II.  Assault

The primary issue in this case is whether the assault of the claimant by an

unknown third-party is compensable or whether it falls under the exclusion

established by Act 796 of 1993, as codified at Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (4).  The

statute reads in pertinent part:

(B) “Compensable injury” does not include:

(i) Injury to any active participant in assaults or combats which,
although they may occur in the workplace, are the result of
nonemployment-related hostility or animus of one, both, or all of the
combatants, and which said assault or combat amounts to a deviation
from customary duties; further, except for innocent victims, injuries
caused by horseplay shall not be considered compensable injuries.
. . .

(iii) Injury which was inflicted upon the employee at a time when
employment services were not being performed . . . .
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The Arkansas Court of Appeals had determined that Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(4)(B)(i) is written in the conjunctive and contains three prongs that must be

satisfied before the statute acts as a bar to a claim.  See, Flowers v. Arkansas Hwy.

and Transp. Department, 62 Ark. App. 108, 968 S.W.2d 660 (1998).  According to

Flowers, a claim is not compensable only if it is shown: 

(1) that the injured employee was an active participant in the assault or
combat;

(2) that the assault or combat is the result of nonemployment-related hostility
or animus; and

(3) that the assault or combat amounts to a deviation from customary duties.

In the instant case, no one contends that the incident involving the claimant was

horseplay.  Rather, the incident is clearly an assault upon the claimant by an

unknown third-party assailant.  It is clear that the injuries suffered by the claimant

do not fall under the statutory exclusion.  The claimant was clearly not an active

participant in the assault or combat.  The undisputed evidence shows that the

claimant was repairing the sheetrock in a closet of a vacant apartment after a water

leak.  Reid was attacked from behind by an unknown assailant who robbed him of

his money and cell phone in order to buy drugs.  Reid was doing exactly what his

employer required him to do and was performing services for his employer.  He did

not know or provoke the assailant.  Since the first statutory “prong” has not been

satisfied, this claim is not barred by the statutory exclusion. Flowers v. Arkansas

Hwy. and Transp. Department, 62 Ark. App. 108, 968 S.W.2d 660 (1998).

III.  Positional Risk Doctrine v. Increased Risk Doctrine
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The respondents contend that the claimant’s injuries did not arise out of and

in the course and scope of his employment with respondent employer.

Respondents further contend that the proper analysis is under the increased risk

doctrine, i.e. whether the claimant’s employment with respondent employer exposed

him to a greater risk than the general public.  

The claimant contends that the positional risk doctrine should apply in this

case.  In Deffenbaugh Indus.  v. Angus, 39 Ark. App. 24, 832 S.W.2 869 (1992), the

Arkansas Court of Appeals adopted the positional risk doctrine in a case in which

a claimant was severely injured by a tornado.  The Court classified the exposure as

a neutral risk.  The Court stated that “but for” the employment, Mr. Angus would not

have been exposed to injury.  However, on appeal, the Arkansas Supreme Court

applied the “increased risk doctrine”.  Deffenbaugh Indus. v. Angus, 313 Ark. 100,

852 S.W.2d 804 (1993); Parrish Esso Service Center v. Adams, 237 Ark. 560, 374

S.W.2d 468 (1964).  Under this doctrine, the injury is compensable if the

employment exposed the employee to a greater degree of risk than other members

of the general public in the same vicinity.  Id.; Jivan Economy Inn, 370 Ark. 414, 260

S.W.3d 260 (2007).  In so holding, the Supreme Court in Deffenbaugh noted:

The increased risk doctrine is necessary to meet the requirement that
a causal connection must exist between the injury and some risk of
the employment.  Under this theory, the claimant must only prove that
the conditions of employment, or the place where his employment
required him to be, intensified the risk of injury due to extraordinary
natural causes. 

 
313 Ark. 100, 852 S.W.2d 804 (1993).
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In Jivan v. Economy Inn, 370 Ark. 414, 260 S.W.3d 260 (2007), the Arkansas

Supreme Court considered the application of the increased-risk doctrine after

implementation of Act 796 of 1993.  In Jivan, the claimant was an assistant

manager at the Economy Inn in Hope and died as a result of smoke inhalation when

a fire broke out in the hotel.  The Court noted that Act 796 requires the Court to

strictly construe the workers’ compensation statutes and to use the plain meaning

of the statutory language.  Id.; Wallace v. West Fraser S., Inc., 365 Ark. 68, 225

S.W.3d 361 (2006); Pifer v. Single Source Transp., 347 Ark. 851, 69 S.W.3d 1

(2002). The Court in Jivan found that Act 796 of 1993 did not preclude the

application of the residential-employee rule, especially in cases involving

extraordinary natural causes, to find that the claimant was indirectly advancing the

interests of the employer at the time of her death.  370 Ark. 414, 260 S.W.3d 260

(2007).  

While there has been a substantial amount of evidence and argument

offered by the parties in the instant case to establish whether Reid was exposed to

an increased risk or positional risk by virtue of his employment, I find that the strict

construction of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(B)(i) requires a finding of

compensability.  However, I also find that the preponderance of the evidence

establishes that the claimant would not have been  exposed to his injury “but for”

his employment and that claimant was clearly advancing the interests of his

employer at the time of his assault.  Moreover, I find that the preponderance of the

evidence demonstrates that the claimant was placed in an increased risk of injury
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as a result of the place his employment required him to be in light of the location of

the apartment complex,  the history of criminal activity, and the recent reduction in

security by the apartment management.  Therefore, I find that the preponderance

of the credible evidence supports a finding that the claimant suffered compensable

head injuries as a result of the assault on June 4, 2009, under all of the analysis

employed.

IV.  Controversion and Attorney’s Fees

Based on my review of the evidence in this case, I find that respondents

have fully controverted compensability of the claimant’s neck and back injury on

June 4, 2009.  I find that the claimant’s attorney is entitled to a twenty-five percent

(25%) statutory attorney’s fee on the indemnity benefits awarded to the claimant as

a result of the findings herein, one-half of the fee to be paid by the claimant and

one-half of the fee to be paid by the respondents in accordance with Ark. Code Ann.

§ 11-9-715 (Repl. 1996); and Death & Permanent Total Disability Trust Fund v.

Brewer, 76 Ark. App. 348, 65 S.W.3d 463 (2002).

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction

of this claim.

2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship existed on or about June

4, 2009.
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3. Based on an average weekly wage of $640.00, the claimant would be

entitled to a compensation rate of $427.00 for temporary total

disability benefits.

4. An incident occurred on June 4, 2009, and the claimant sustained

injuries resulting in the need for medical treatment, which if this claim

is found compensable, would be covered by workers’ compensation.

5. That the claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence

that he suffered a compensable head injury on June 4, 2009, as a

result of an unprovoked assault by an unknown third-party while

performing employment services.

6. That the claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence

that he is entitled to temporary total disability benefits from the date

of the assault, June 4, 2009, until a date yet to be determined.

7. Respondents have controverted this claim in its entirety. Claimant is

entitled to a twenty-five percent (25%) statutory attorney’s fee on the

indemnity benefits awarded herein, one-half to be paid by the

respondents and one-half to be withheld from the claimant’s award of

benefits.

8. All other issues are reserved.

AWARD

Respondents are hereby directed and ordered to pay benefits and

attorney’s fees in accordance with the findings of fact and conclusions of law set
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forth herein.  All accrued sums shall be paid in a lump sum without discount, and

this award shall earn interest at the legal rate until paid, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann.

§ 11-9-809.  See, Couch v. First State Bank of Newport, 49 Ark. App. 102, 898

S.W.2d 57 (1995).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                            
BARBARA WEBB
Administrative Law Judge


